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In the late 1970s when the Atacama Project that discovered Escondida was launched, the 
challenge was to discover porphyry copper deposits that are partially concealed beneath post-
mineral extrusive rocks and piedmont gravels. In 2010, BHP initiated an ambitious exploration 
program to discover porphyry copper deposits completely concealed beneath thick post-
mineral cover in northern Chile and southern Peru. Project Inti covered a strike length of 
approximately 500 km between 16°and 21° south latitude. The interpretation is that the project 
area is lacking porphyry copper deposits not due to paucity of underlying endowment but 
simply to difficulties in predicting and detecting under thick post-mineral cover. 
 
The approach required a minimum five years of sustained and systematic effort to produce 
discoveries in this frontier low maturity search space. The initial proposal comprised systematic 
grid drilling to test for giant porphyry deposits, with drill grid spacing guided by the size of 
alteration halos of known giant clusters; however, reality was more challenging. 
Exploration began with land acquisition over 500 km of strike and building of a dedicated team. 
The team refined the search space through geological mapping and geochronology which fed 
into geodynamic analysis attempting to predict the occurrence of mineralizing systems.  This 
refinement resulted in a shift in focus to the Chilean segment.  Prediction was aided with the 
collection of extensive uniform proprietary datasets which had the potential to assist in direct 
targeting. Detection continued at reducing scales utilizing a combination of both 
reconnaissance drilling, ground geophysics and targeted drilling, with key learnings from each 
activity feeding back into future decision making. Key results of the initial phase include the 
confirmation of the position of the Eocene arc and the first reported drill intersection of an 
Eocene Cu-Mo porphyry (albeit weakly mineralized) and skarn mineralisation beneath 800 
metres of post-mineral cover within the Chilean “covered gap”. 
 
Recent activity continues to incorporate learnings into the mineral systems approach which is 
underpinning BHP’s exploration focus and guiding its key research and technology initiatives. 
Significant impediments still exist when exploring deep search spaces such as Project Inti. 
However, these challenges are becoming the industry norm, with BHP striving to be at the 
forefront of explorers seeking the next wave of game-changing discoveries in frontier terrains. 
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